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Learn how you can compose a small piece 

of music with the STAIRPLAY cards! 

Firstly build a sound-staircase with the 

STAIRPLAY-cards and inscribe the note-

names, then also decide which clef you want 

to use (in our example it’s the bass clef).

As a fi rst template for your small composition 

take the name LANG LANG. Therein fi nd the 

two A’s and G’s. This is enough for a simple 

motif. 
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There are many possibilities of how you can play this with friends. We will show 

you a few ways. We will start nice and easy:

• One of you stands twice on the A card. 

• At the same time someone else plays this note twice on their instrument.

• Then do the same with the G note.

• Now combine both sound sequences and try to play them in a consistent 

tempo.

• If you do this as a pair you could also do a small dance. Arrange yourselves so 

that you can see each other’s faces. Now always count your steps to 4. With 

this one person can ascend with the back beat 1 and 2 on the A and 3 and 4 by 

the cards.  The other person can conversely ascend with 3 and 4 on the G and 

with 1 and 2 by the cards. Try your best to be consistent so you can manage to 

create a fun dance movement.

• Others, who can clearly see you, play to your movements on their instruments 

or simply an instrument they take in their hand. This takes slightly longer to 

practice. 

• You can also shape your motif differently, for example so that it starts with G, or 

that each note is played once, three or four times.

• What would be particularly interesting and musically exciting would be if one of 

you looked for a second fitting melody.

• Try it the opposite way. First invent a melody on one or more instruments which 

you then follow in the right rhythm step by step on the sound-steps.

• Then build both melodies or motifs together.

• With help from your note-hand write the notes on the stave. Whomever knows 

the different note values can also do this with the right rhythm. 

• Last but not least you can practice and play for yourself on the piano what you 

first practiced. 
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As second template for your small composition we would like to 

show you what you can do musically with the phrase „KEYS OF 

INSPIRATION“. „Keys of Inspiration” is the name of the “School 

Partnership Programms” of the LANG LANG INTERNATIONAL MUSIC 

FOUNDATION, which has to do with the HAUS DER MUSIK WIEN and 

the STAIRPLAY project. For more information see:

http://langlangfoundation.org/our-programs/keys-of-inspiration/ 

and 

http://langlangfoundation.org/our-programs/keys-of-inspiration/

collaboration. 
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Back to our small composition. In each of 

the three words of this phrase there is a 

letter which can be played as a note: an 

„E“ in „Keys“, an „F“ in „of“ and an „A“ in 

„Inspiration“. With this you can compose 

the second melody, as previously written, 

but this time with three di� erent high 

notes. Take now the treble clef.
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Here there are also many possibilities of how you can play it with your friends. 

Begin nice and easy again. 

This is what both musical partitions could look and sound like if you merge 

them and write it down on the stave with help from your note-hands: 

Here the rhythm has changed:

Here the notes have been ordered diff erently:

Here you’ll fi nd the fi rst partition of a second free invented melody that’s 

written in treble clef:

Finally with this piece you can sing the text of „Keys of Inspiration“ and 

simultaneously accompany it on the piano.


